THE ROBBERS SONG

Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna come and get you
  Here we come!
Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna come and get you
  Here we come!

A twig cracks! A branch breaks!
Deep in the forest where the moon don’t go.
An owl hoots! A mouse quakes!
Deep in the forest where the moon don’t go.

Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna come and get you
  Here we come!
Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna come and get you
  Here we come!

A vole squeaks! A fox screams!
Deep in the forest where the moon don’t go.
A boot creaks! A knife gleams!
Deep in the forest where the moon don’t go.

Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna come and get you
  Here we come!
Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna come and get you
  NOW

Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna get you here.
Here we come!
Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna get you here.
Now

Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna get you here.
Here we come!
Here we come! Here we come!
We’re gonna get you
  NOW